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ate with big business, sports or some half-hour soap opera.
In the same sense, they are all very human in the way that
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that are also the only available path to a higher and better place.
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of good guys in my life. The editor at Resurrection Press, Emilie
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through it with unflappable calm and that sweet, soft-spoken
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Foreword

WHEN I read these profiles I picture myself sitting across
a table from Dick Ryan in a coffee shop in Queens. I’m

drinking tea—black as midnight on a moonlit night and he’s
drinking coffee with cream and sugar. With other journalists I
might have to endure a bar in Manhattan. Now, however, I’m
back in my kind of neighborhood. Outside it’s a lovely day,
either late spring or early autumn. Kids of every color under
heaven are walking home from school in Catholic school uni-
forms. There’s traffic on the street but it’s not heavy.
Occasionally, a squad drives slowly by. While we are waiting
two young cops, one man, one woman come in for a “cuppa.”
I note with interest that they pay for it.
Through it all Dick spins his yarns. I conclude that he is a

seanachie, an Irish storyteller telling stories about the United
States, about the Catholic Church and above all about New
York. Since I am from the second city I’m not exactly a New
York fan, though out here it does not seem dissimilar from
many neighborhoods in Chicago. I suspend my Midwest chau-
vinism and let the colors and the tone and the style of his sto-
ries flow through my veins. In a world where these kinds of
stories can be told and read by millions of people, there is still
hope for humankind.
So, gentle reader, imagine yourself in a similar spot, relax,

prepare yourself for a good time and listen.
—Andrew Greeley
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What, Me Fast?

THERE was a time last year when we were well into Lentand, bless me, Father, I hadn’t done much fasting. And I
wasn’t alone.
But a lot of people, young and old, don’t even think about it

because they fast all year. They’re either on a diet or they’re
very careful about what they eat. So jumbo cheeseburgers and
chocolate mousse are never on their menu. Besides, a lot of oth-
erwise devout Christians have discovered that fasting doesn’t
have to include a knife and fork.
For instance, some people fast from television for the forty

days while some women, saints all, fast from their beloved
shopping binges and weekends at the mall. Still others fast
from smoking and the usual rounds of Happy Hours and the
world can only hope that there are a few reformed souls out
there fasting from their cell phones in the car or in their mez-
zanine seat at the theater.
But if I really wanted to observe Lent in a way that isn’t just

a contest with the refrigerator, I would fast from things like sar-
casm and criticism. Sarcasm in every conversation. Criticism of
people I don’t even know. I might also think about fasting from
snide asides about people who don’t look like me or sound like
me.
Actually, there is a whole litany of things that I would try

fasting from if only I had a smidgen more of will power. Things
like jealousy, temper, a terminal case of laziness, the daily
blather of gossip and the stubborn old grudges that never die.
But right now, in this country and at this time in history, the

only thing that I might really want to think about is a fast from
fear. Fear of the unknown. Fear of dying. Fear of old age. Fear
of terrorism. Fear of an uncertain future and an unnerving pre-
sent. Fear of all the things that we can’t control but are still out
there spooking us and crowding in on us so that we’re afraid



to move and become all the things that should complete us. 
Fear came shattering in on all of us on September 11th a few

years ago and it roared in again a year later when Father Larry
Penzes, a Catholic priest, was crucified by a bullet on his own
Long Island altar, two weeks before Good Friday. The passion
and death of the Easter legacy was never more chilling or more
frightening. 
Everyone in the church that day still remembers all of it but

they still cling fiercely to the belief that, after Good Friday,
there is always Easter Sunday when the stunning realities of
faith and hope tower over violence, hatred and every conceiv-
able fear.
Fear swallowed up that first Good Friday but Easter Sunday

spit it out for the ages just as it still always rises above all the
angers, jealousies and fears that, fasting or not, eat us up.
As he lay bleeding on his altar, just under the crucifix,

Father Larry Penzes left the eloquently wordless message by
his life—and death—that, with faith, there can be no fear.

�
How do you handle the fears that are so much a part of life in the
21st century?
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